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T hroughout the growing process, everyone encounters different

kind of pressure in every stage of life. Pressure can be described

as a human emotional reaction, as everyone has a different way of han-

dling stress, yet it is something that we all must do.

Any change in our lives could become a source of stress, and the

results brought by stress vary from person to person. When the level of

stress exceeds what a person is able to bear, disturbance and disadvan-

tageous and crisis-ridden outcome could result, which could manifest

emotional disturbances of physiological symptoms, anxiety, depression

or fear, and even led to psychological symptoms as well. Yet, adequate

stress could adversely motivate an individual, excel his working

efficiency, and motivates an individual to be better adopted. It means

that adequate pressure motives us to progress, whereas excessive stress

could burden our bodies. Hence, the ability to face up external pressure

has emerged to be a vital link in maintaining an individual’s physiologi-

cally health.

In spite that we cannot avoid certain things from occurring, we

could however manage to reduce their impact to a certain degree, or

create an immune situation that would poise to reduce the impact to

ourselves, meaning the countermeasure to offset stress. Followings are

some of the adjustment means that I often adopt at time of stress.

One of which, look for support. Our ability to look for help and

consolation from others would help to ease stress-related incident or

problem, for our minds tend to loop as distracted by pressure. The op-

portunity to communicate with others helps to shift one’s attention and

relax one’s moods, which provides a relief and eases your stress.

Two of which, achieve effective time management. The presence

of stress could come from the many tasks that we need to complete, and

stress could quickly mount if we did not have enough time to complete

the tasks at hand. Suppose you are able to prioritize matters by urgency

and arrange a schedule to complete them though smart time

management, you can definitely avoid creating stress right from the

source. Just like when faced with heavy workload, I tend to devise an
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itinerary to remind me when to do what. In such way,

you will not be caught thoughtless, and will be able to

complete your tasks systematically by ticking the list on

things you have completed and what needs to be done

next, so to efficiently process your workload.

Three of which, engage in exercise to improve

physical endurance. Through exercise and physical en-

durance building,

such as playing ball,

jogging that bring

you to perspire, the

routine helps you

moderate stress and

helps to shift your

attention, relax your

self,  reducing the

harm of stress to your

health to a manage-

able level.

Four of which,

prepare to confront

stress. We could well

prepare some of the

unavoidable stress by

preparing ahead of

time, such as simulat-

ing the scenario of an exam and responding to the test

results, much like getting a vaccine shot that could help

to reduce the impact of a stressful event.

Five of which, modify your own thoughts.  A key

behind an event becoming a stress lies in the stressful

reaction that we experience, essential our thoughts and

perspectives toward the issue.  Our ability to reinterpret

an event by surpassing our fixed thinking logic and look-

ing for a positive and constructive approach could de-

fined create a totally different perspective in how we view

the same event.

In our lives, adequate stress could excel our moti-

vation and performance; on the contrary, excessive stress

could threaten one’s health.  The purpose of stress ad-

justment lies more than stress relief, but how best to bring

it down a tolerable level that our psychological system

could withstand it, and most important it hinges on how

we could face up our thoughts with a positive thinking

in order to make the best of our lives.

(The author is with the 42nd squad’s Santiaolun security

inspection center.)




